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Digital workplace solutions have evolved tremendously with the introduction of artificial intelligence and machine 
learning capabilities. Business Process Automation is quickly transforming into Intelligent Process Automation 
as tools are now able to extrapolate meaning from natural language inputs and unstructured data sets. 

No matter your organization’s industry, there’s an opportunity to capitalize on the benefits of IPA by reducing human input error, 
improving product or service quality and delivery, and containing costs through the technology-enabled automation of complex 
business processes. 

What Is Intelligent Process Automation?

Simply put, Intelligent Process Automation (IPA) is Business Process 
Automation (BPA) with a machine learning and AI component. It 
combines Business Process Management (BPM) tools and Robotics 
Process Automation (RPA) into one business fold. 

Traditional BPA engagements sought to re-engineer processes and 
connect disparate systems in order to mitigate potential bottlenecks 
around human workflows. Now, with IPA, it’s possible for organizations 
to automate manual tasks and processes that do not require complex 
decision making. While BPM technology handles the automation of 
mundane work, RPA is able to intervene when escalation or exception 
handling is needed to get a human involved. 
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Five Manual Processes to Replace with IPA

Bringing process automation into an organization can be an overwhelming process. We recommend automating processes within the 
following five areas to start: 

01  |  NEW CLIENT INTAKE PROCESS

When a new client, account, or vendor is brought on, there is a ton of information that needs to be disseminated 
to various departments. By automating this process, an organization can eliminate the time-costs associated with 
manual input, freeing up employee bandwidth so they’re able to perform more valuable tasks. 

02  |  INTERNAL ONBOARDING AND OFFBOARDING

Internal onboarding and offboarding workflows function similarly to client intake processes. Pulling information from 
a job request in order to match candidates to positions, and automatically sending employment eligibility and payroll 
information to HR, are just two examples of automation opportunities that can be leveraged during the onboarding 
process. When offboarding, a primary concern is security. Automating processes like disabling former employees’ 
email and network access can ensure your organization stays protected. 

03  |  EXPENSE REPORTING

Every company has to report on their expenses, and some processes are more complicated than others. The parts of 
the expense reporting that can be easily automated include receipt scanning, payment processing, etc. Based on the 
expense type, systems can be designed to automatically approve requests, or send them off to a human for further 
analysis. 
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04  |  DEVICE MANAGEMENT

With the explosion of IoT devices into the marketplace, automating device management is becoming increasingly 
important. Everything from IoT security, provisioning, preventative maintenance, and decommissioning can be handled 
through Intelligent Process Automation. 

Industrial Example:

Let’s take a look at industrial agricultural sensors. These sensors are 
commonly placed in crop fields in order to test the moisture level and aridity 
of soil levels to determine which parts should be getting water and when. 
They’re able to pinpoint, down to a square foot, where land needs attention 
— saving valuable natural resources and cutting down on costs. Being able 
to automatically schedule routine maintenance of these sensors is essential 
to preventing problems before they occur. 
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05  |  DOCUMENT GENERATION AND AGREEMENT HANDLING

Regardless of the use case, document generation and agreement handling processes can be automated at scale 
through IPA. Humans need only get involved for exception handling. Some use cases for automating document 
generation are:

 ■ Electronic signature requests for Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs), financial documents, etc. 
 ■ Getting approvals for contracts and proposals

Engage With An Experienced Automation Partner

At Withum, our IPA specialists can help your organization tie all of its automation pieces together. We have decades of expertise 
working with various cloud services providers such as Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services and others, and will leverage our process 
automation partners Nintex, K2 and K2’s existing partnership with UIPath as a RPA provider.  

LOOKING FOR HELP STARTING YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OR AUTOMATING A MANUAL PROCESS?

Schedule A Consultation.
https://digital.withum.com/schedule-a-consultation

Call Us At (240) 406 9960
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